Understanding language grounded in visual content is a challenging problem that has raised interest in both the computer vision and natural language processing communities. Flickr30k, which is one of the corpora that have become a standard benchmark to study sentence-based image description, was initially limited to English descriptions, but it has been extended to German, French, and Czech. This paper describes our construction of an image description dataset in the Indonesian language. We translated English descriptions from the Flickr30K dataset into Indonesian with automatic machine translation and performed human validation for the portion of the result. We then constructed Indonesian image descriptions of 10k images by crowdsourcing without English descriptions or translations, and found semantic differences between translations and descriptions. We conclude that the cultural differences between the native speakers of English and Indonesian create different perceptions for constructing natural language expressions that describe an image.
Introduction
Sentence-based image description has become an active research topic for both computer vision and natural language processing. Some applications with sentence-based image description datasets include automatic image description [1, 2] , image retrieval based on textual data [3] , and visual question answering [4] . To satisfy these studies, some available datasets contain images alongside human-generated English text description, including Flickr8K [5] , Flickr30K [6] , and MSCOCO [7] . In recent years, the English image descriptions in Flickr30K have been manually translated into German, French, and Czech. The resulting corpora can be utilized in multimodal machine translation [8, 9] . Some English datasets have also been extended to other languages, such as Japanese descriptions of MSCOCO [10] , Chinese descriptions from Flickr8K [11] , etc.
Sentence-based image description in a new language is manually constructed by human annotators, generally by either looking at the image and creating sentence descriptions that correspond to the pictures or translating the source languages into the target languages. However, manually collecting image descriptions is expensive and time-consuming. Image descriptions in target languages can also be extended using automatic text machine translation [12] , where target image descriptions are automatically created, given the source language. Multimodal machine translation can also generate image descriptions in a target language using both image and its descriptions [8, 9] .
Using translation methods, whether multimodal or other types, will create a new dataset of image descriptions in target languages that have identical meaning as the image description in the source languages. In other words, although using different languages, the semantic meaning of these two datasets is assumed to be identical, regardless of the differences in cultural background. However, neuroscience studies have found a difference in visual perceptions based on different cultural backgrounds [13, 14] . For example, European Americans generally pay more significant attention to foreground objects than East Asians who often focus more substantial attention on background objects [13] . Further study of the differences in visual perception is needed in the context of natural language expressions for describing an image. This paper describes our attempt to construct an image description dataset in the Indonesian language. We translated the English descriptions from the Flickr30K dataset into Indonesian with automatic machine translation (denoted by "Eng2Ind Translation") and performed human validation on a portion of the result (denoted by "Eng2Ind PostEdit"). We then made Indonesian image descriptions of 10k images by crowdsourcing without giving English descriptions or translations to the worker (denoted by "Ind Caption"). We investigated whether substantial differences exist between the translated sentences that were originally based on natural language expressions by native English speakers and Indonesian descriptions that were expressed by native Indonesian speakers. We calculated their semantic distances using Word2Vec and FastText embeddings. This paper is structured as follows. Section 1 explains the reason and purpose of the semantic-based image description dataset, and Section 2 describes the existing research of multilingual image description datasets and their corpus construction method and analysis. Sections 3 and 4 describe our approach for constructing an Indonesian image description dataset and method to calculate the semantic distances. Section 5 analyzes the automatic text translation and direct image construction result. Finally, Section 6 concludes our paper.
Related works
Multilingual image description datasets can be constructed in many different ways, such as manual annotation as well as human, automatic, and multimodal translations. Some datasets are created by combining two different methods to improve their image description results.
The IAPR TC-12 datasets [15] contain 20,000 image descriptions that were collected for the CLEF cross-language image retrieval track. Most of their image descriptions were written in German. The German sentences were then validated and translated into English and Spanish by professional translators. Another image description dataset, created by a professional translator, is the Pascal dataset [16] that contains 1000 pairs of English-Japan image descriptions. Here, the translated sentences closely resemble the source sentences.
Multi30K [17] consists of multilingual sentence-based image descriptions that were created from Flickr30K, which uses two different methods: (1) the translation and (2) independent captions. For the translation case, the dataset was collected from professional English-German translators using Flickr30K English descriptions as the source language. The translators were given the English captions of the Flickr30K images without the images themselves. The independent captions of the pictures were provided by crowdsourcing without the English descriptions. This study also analyzed the difference between the translations and the independent image descriptions by calculating the sentence length and the vocabulary size. The results reveal that the English image descriptions are generally longer than the German descriptions, both in the number of words and characters.
Even though there are already available image description datasets in multilingual settings, none of the datasets use the Indonesian language. We constructed an Indonesian image description dataset in two ways: (1) a translation method and (2) direct image description. In contrast with the above previous studies, we investigated the differences between the translation and the independent image descriptions (Eng2Ind Translation versus Ind Caption), not only by the sentence length and the vocabulary size but also in the semantic distance using Word2Vec and FastText embeddings.
Corpus construction
The Flickr30K dataset contains 31,783 images with five corresponding English sentences for each picture that were used for many kind of tasks. One of the tasks with the Flickr30K dataset is a WMT multimodal machine translation that includes training, development, and test sets. The development set contains 1015 images with five descriptions per image, and the 2017 and 2018 test sets include 1000 and 1071 images with one description per image.
With the details described below, we constructed Indonesian image descriptions in two different ways: automatic translation from English descriptions and direct image descriptions.
English-to-Indonesian translation without image data
First, we translated the English image description of the Flickr30k dataset to Indonesian (Eng2Ind Translation) without the image itself by utilizing automatic translation by the Google Translate API 1 . In addition to the Flickr30k dataset, we also automatically translated the WMT2017 and WMT2018 test data 2 . Thus, the resulting dataset includes training, development, and test sets, like the one used in the WMT Multimodal Machine Translation Task.
To ensure the translation quality, we manually validated the translation result (Eng2Ind PostEdit) of the WMT development and test datasets by crowdsourcing. We asked the registered workers to perform the task on several sentences, and selected nine native Indonesian crowdworkers (four males, five females, from 20-30 years old) that demonstrated to have a good understanding of English to participate in the task. We provided 250 sentences per session, and each crowdworker performed more than one session.
The crowdworkers performed post-editing to correct any errors. To ensure that they only fixed errors based on the translation results, a validation process was also performed without any images that correspond to the descriptions. The mistakes in the translation results included word selection, misplacement, and grammatical errors. Our crowdworkers validated 7146 sentences (5075 sentences of a development set, 1000 sentences of the WMT2017 test set, and 1071 sentences of the WMT2018 test set).
Direct Indonesian image description without English captions
Next, we directly constructed Indonesian descriptions from the images without their English captions (Ind Caption). However, due to limited budget and time, we only used 10k images of the Flickr30k datasets, including the WMT development and test datasets by crowdsourcing. We successfully gathered 22 such workers (7 males, 15 females) whose ages ranged from around 20 to 30.
Given an image, the crowdworker wrote a sentence that describes it. Since no English descriptions or Indonesian translations were provided, they wrote their own natural language expressions based on their perception of the image. We suggested a range of about 5 to 25 words per sentence, like in the length of the English descriptions, without limiting their sentences to that suggested range. For one session, each crowdworker described 200 images (one caption per image) and be able to take another session if they want.
Semantic embeddings
The word-embedding method has successfully identified the semantic distances between two sentences better than the traditional approach for text similarity (e.g., the distance of the tf-idf vector) [18] . In this research, we used two wordembedding methods to calculate the semantic distance between Eng2Ind Translation and Ind Caption:
Word2Vec [19] is an embedding method where the target words are represented using surroundings words with neural network whose hidden layer encodes the word representation. For example, in the sentence, "I ate a slice of pizza," the word vector representation of "ate" is affected by "I," "a," "slice," "of," and "pizza." The main idea is that the words that share common contexts in the corpus are located near one another in the space.
• FastText FastText [20] is an extension of Word2Vec, where instead of using individual words as neural network input, it uses sub-words (n-grams). For example, the tri-grams for pizza are piz, izz, and zza, and the word embedding vector for pizza is the sum of those n-grams.
Here we utilized the pre-trained Indonesian model of Word2Vec and FastText [20] . Assuming that W (n) is the word embedding of word n in a sentence where the number of words is N , we calculated the sentence embedding for the image descriptions in three different ways:
• Average of word vector embeddings in a sentence: Figure 1 : Illustration of semantic distances calculation for Ind Caption and Eng2Ind Translation.
• Sum of word vector embeddings in a sentence:
• Maximum of word vector embeddings in a sentence:
• Minimum of word vector embeddings in a sentence:
Even though calculating the sentence embeddings with the mean, sum, maximum, and minimum of the word vectors is a simple approach, they provide good results for semantic analysis [18, 21] . As mentioned above, since Flickr30K [6] used five English descriptions per image, we have five corresponding Eng2Ind Translation sentences. But for the Indonesia image description, we only created one Ind Caption per image. In this study, we first calculated the sentence-embedding distances among the five sentences of the Eng2Ind Translation. After that, we calculated the sentence-embedding distances between the Ind Caption and all of the Eng2Ind Translations. To decide whether the Ind Caption remains on an acceptable semantic embedding range, we set the maximum of the embedding distances among the five Eng2Ind Translations as a threshold (Fig. 1) . D(i, j) is the distance between translations i and j of an image, and k is the total number of the translations for each image. The threshold T is calculated as follows:
If the embedding distance between the Ind Caption and the Eng2Ind Translation exceeds the threshold, a substantial semantic difference exists between the Ind Caption and the Eng2Ind translation.
Analysis

Quality of automatic translation
To investigate the quality of the automatic translation, we compared the performance of the English-to-Indonesian automatic translation with human post-editing which is treated as a reference (Eng2Ind Translation versus Eng2Ind PostEdit). First, for the number of words in the sentences, we found no significant differences between the Eng2Ind Translation and the Eng2Ind PostEdit, where both types of data averaged about 12 words per sentence. Second, in terms of quality, we calculated the translation error rate (TER) [22] , which is defined as the minimum number of edits in the translation so that it exactly matches the corresponding reference. The number of TER edits is calculated from the number of insertions, deletions, substitutions, and shifts. The average of the TER scores between all of the Eng2Ind Translation and the Eng2Ind PostEdit was 5%, which means that there was little difference in the structure of the words in the automatic translation and the manual post-edits. The resulting automatic translations are satisfactory as Indonesian image descriptions for Flickr30k.
Translation vs description
Syntax analysis
The Eng2Ind Translation sentences are 7.5% longer than the Ind Caption. Unlike the Eng2Ind Translation and Eng2Ind PostEdit that have almost the same amount of words, the Ind Caption might have very different words than those in Eng2Ind Translations. However, since Indonesian attaches many suffixes and affixes to words, the same two words with different affixes may be viewed as two very different words. To reduce the differences that are just caused by different affixes, we removed affixes with the Indonesian stemmer [23] and used Indonesian POStag [24] in both the Eng2Ind Translation and Ind Caption. Table 1 shows the statistics of the POS tags in the Ind Caption and Eng2Ind Translation. The Ind Caption used more proper nouns which specified name of a person, thing, or place, than the Eng2Ind Translation. On the other hand, Eng2Ind Translation used mode adjective. Furthermore, many loanwords in both Eng2Ind Translation and Ind Caption that were adopted from English word. This mean either some English words cannot be translated into standard Indonesian words or some images cannot be expressed in standard Indonesian words.
Semantic analysis
Different words do not necessarily have different semantic meanings. By calculating the cosine distance between the Ind Caption and the Eng2Ind Translation embeddings, we analyzed the semantic differences between these two datasets. Table 2 shows that the embedding distances of the Ind Caption to the Eng2Ind Translation are always farther away than the distance among the Eng2Ind Translation themselves.
To measure the semantic distance between sentences, we used two different embeddings methods, Word2Vec and FastText. Word2Vec calculated embeddings based on word granularity, while FastText works on subword granularity. This might have some affect on the distance measurements since Indonesian language has suffixes and affixes, which makes the Word2Vec regards the same word with different suffix or affix Table 3 : Example of sentences between images with shortest and longest semantic distances from Fig. 2 .
Distance between Ind Caption and Eng2Ind Translation Shortest distance (Fig.2, image a3) Longest distance (Fig. 2 , image b2) (1) Eng Caption A black dog is running along the beach. Green Bay Packer player cooling off. as different words. On the other hand, FastText functions at the word's sub-word unit level instead of the word itself and allows it to extract the sub-word matching within a word that results in a smaller embedding distance. Next, comparing the distance among the Eng2Ind Translation and between the Ind Caption and Eng2Ind Translation, an average of almost 50% of the Ind Caption lie outside the maximum range of the distance among the Eng2Ind Translation. Differences in the embedding vectors may, of course, occur due to the syntax problems discussed above. However, they might also be caused by differences in visual interpretation.
Next we analyzed several examples of images with the shortest and longest semantic distances between the Ind Caption and Eng2Ind Translation (Fig. 2) . To simplify the problem, we analyzed the mean sentence embedding with FastText. Figure 2(a) shows examples of images with the shortest distance between the Ind Caption and Eng2Ind Translation. Most describe such simple everyday activities as "jumping," "playing," or "running", all of which are also commonly experienced in Indonesia. The background of the images more or less consists of one solid image, such as "grass hill" or "beach." The image focus on a simple, main object: "dogs," "a boy,", or "a man", all of which again are commonly seen in Indonesia.
On the other hand, Fig. 2(b) shows examples of the images with the longest distance between the Ind Caption and Eng2Ind Translation. In Fig. 2 (b4) , the words, "the huskies", were misinterpreted as "the wolves". Since Indonesia has no winter, such large dogs are uncommon in the country. Other images illustrate a complex or an unusual activity that is seldom done in Indonesia, such us "parasailing" or "Green Bay Packer." Table 3 lists the created sentences of Figs. 2(a3) and (b2). The sentences in the Ind Caption and Eng2Ind Translation for Fig. 2(a3) are similar. On the other hand for Fig. 2(b2) , since the Indonesian annotators failed to identify "Green Bay Packer," they could only describe the "player" instead of "Green Bay Packer player," resulting in a wide distance in the embedding space. Different cultural backgrounds may indeed affect visual perceptions.
Conclusions
This paper presents a corpus construction of Indonesian image descriptions based on the Flickr30k dataset. Our dataset consists of the following: (1) Eng2Ind Translation: the English-toIndonesian automatic translations of the full set of Flickr30k plus WMT2017 and WMT2018 benchmark test sets; (2) Eng2Ind PostEdit: the manual post-edits on translation sentences on the development and test sets of WMT2017 and WMT2018; and (3) Ind Caption: the 10k Indonesia image descriptions. Our dataset was developed by crowdsourcing by native Indonesians. We performed syntactic and semantic analysis of the differences in the Indonesian descriptions and translations. An average of almost 50% of the Indonesian captions fall outside of the maximum range of the distance among the translations, suggesting that many substantial differences are found in the visual perception of images between native Indonesian and English language users.
We often assume that an image represents a universal concept, but languages do not. However, visual perception also greatly depends on cultural backgrounds. Currently, we only constructed different captions given the same image. Future work will investigate whether people from different cultural backgrounds can produce similar images given identical captions or translated versions in their own native languages.
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